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CEKAL certificate
Revision of the IG certificate

To whom it may concern:
Please find attached your CEKAL Insulating Glazing certificate for the first semester of 2014.
The format of the certificate has been modified to improve its legibility for certification users.
The most important changes are as follows:
The Insulating Glazing certificate now covers both Double Glazing and (if applicable) Triple Glazing.
The words "certified" or "non certified" indicate whether the centre is certified for Double Glazing, or for
Double and Triple Glazing.
"Types of glazing" (subject to specific monitoring) replaces "Qualifications".
The word "certified" across from each "type of glazing" (or its absence, indicated by / / / ) indicates whether
the centre is certified (or not) for the type of glazing concerned.
"Assembly processes" replaces "Processes". The spacers PPI and PPA have been merged to a new
family PSF (Synthetic spacer with metal Foil).
The glazing types and assembly processes associated with Double Glazing and Triple Glazing may be
different.
Note: the glazing types, which interest certification users above all, are highlighted ahead of the assembly processes,
which are mainly addressed to certified centres or glazing professionals.

The certificate now contains 3 pages, since it includes its usage instructions (formerly on the back of the
certificate), in French (page 2) and in English (page 3). These instructions include 2 essential points
explaining the scope of the certificate.
The paragraph "Products concerned by the certificate":
- lists the "types of glazing automatically included in the scope of the certificate” provided that
the requirements of the Technical Rules have been complied with, which are not mentioned on the first page
of the certificate since they are not subject to specific monitoring;
- provides a key to the assembly process abbreviations to facilitate reading.
In addition to these improvements, the new certificate includes the modifications required for the current
transition from standard EN 45011 to EN 17065, concerning the activities of the certifying body and
applicable as of today.
The General Secretariat remains available to answer any questions you may have concerning the proper
interpretation of the certificate.
Very sincerely yours,
Nicolas Rossignol
Secrétaire Technique

Secrétaire Général
Jérôme Carrié
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